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THE SEED OF THE UNIVERSE.

 

    

    

 
  

 

    These illustrations started way back with thoughts from 1987 when I first started this 

book. The Title back then was, "From the Beginning to the End". I had no idea it was going 

to last for 30 years or more. Like the text, these illustrations will be updated and replaced 

by new ones that are easier to understand. The rest was done with photoshop once I got 

the program. As far as I could tell, for many years, I was the first person who has ever tried 

to illustrate the first chapter of Genesis, and what I have found fits with the Solar Nebular 

theory of Science. Don't look for perfection because my knowledge is limited. Look for 

Understanding because what I do write is based on the Bible and Science.      

This is not the only theory about how the universe evolved or was created, but so far, to 
me, it’s the only way to where everything fits. If everything doesn’t fit, then logic will say, “You 
have something wrong”.     
       An excellent example of everything not fitting together is the Big Bang theory, where 

everything starts from a tiny Nano location that Science calls a singularity, then the 
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universe inflates from it. Science does not have a reason for it to happen or even an idea 

of how it happened. If this were right, there would not be an even constant temperature 

throughout the universe as we see today.       

  

 

  

  

This is my book cover from 1990. Back then, I printed my book each time I got a new 

turnover of Understanding in its evolution. Even though I wrote about the Solar Nebular 

theory, it was before I knew about the Theory of Science, which I did not discover until 

after I retired in 2006. Even though the opinion was as old as the hills, I never knew about 

it till after I stumbled across it many years later. This is a copy that I gave to Bill Perry, a 

friend of mine many years ago (RIP).    
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. Bible study tells about the big bang in Proverbs 8:22-31. King Solomon called it a Roar 

(Hebrew definition), and modern-day Science nicknamed it the Big Bang Theory. In the 

year 1927, a Roman Catholic priest, George Lemaitre, noticed that the expanding universe 

could be traced back to a starting point, since then, Science has built an idea on cosmic 

expansion. The theory fits with what they have found out over the years, but the only 

thing wrong is, they don't know how it could have started. Science does not want to 

consider anything spiritual because they say they don't have any evidence of spiritual 

things. …  What about the laws of Physics? … They are laws of truth because they have 

been proved to be accurate by observation and math. Yet, they don't contain any solid 

matter. Anything that is real and does not contain solid elements, we call it Spiritual. 

Without the laws of physics, there would not be any modern-day science. Yet they will not 

accept the fact and refuse to add the name of God to their reason for the beginning. They 

choose to add the idea of a singularity which they can't prove or can't give a reason for it 

to happen.  Also, they refuse to admit that the universe and Life had to come from a 

design from a higher knowledge than what we have. The living microscopic cell shows the 

arrangement that exists in every living thing in Nature. If you took all the knowledge of 

everything, from dandelions to the living cell, and put it all together in a book, it would be 

far too heavy to hold, much less enough time for anyone to read it. Also, the contents of 

this book show that writers that lived 3500-2000 years ago wrote a description of the 

creation of God that fits with the discoveries of Science. Simple logic will tell you that 

people of that time frame had no knowledge of what was in the universe much less how it 

evolved, but they wrote a description of how it all happened step by step. The only way 

that they could have written what they wrote was from the inspiration of God, the 

creator. Yet Science still refuses to give God credit. This has caused a division between the 

Christian community and the scientific community in our generation. I am in hopes that 

this book will bring it all to an understanding of the unlearned and the younger 

generations also.    

  

   Long before the creation of the physical universe where we live today, there was a 

Spiritual universe that did not contain any solid matter. The Spiritual realm included the 

laws of Nature (Physics, chemistry, math, geometry, etc.). It also presented Love and a 

positive way for everything (Life, work, art, music, etc.). This is where God dwells and has 

been there for eternity. No one knows how long it was before he started thinking about 

his creation, it could have been periods of years or even eons of time. There was a lot to 
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figure out for our finetuned earth and our fine-tuned chain of Life with mankind, who 

would be created with a free choice of what to accept as his way of Life.       

   The physical universe of solid matter would be a temporary universe, and the earth 

would be like a farm for growing souls. Mankind would have a life of 120 years to make a 

choice of how they chose to live and what to accept as truth or fiction. For the people that 

God would want as his own, this Life would be full of tests and trials, pain and suffering 

and sickness and health, and sorrow and happiness. It would be a test to see who would 

learn to love the ways of God and who would learn to fall into the pleasures of lust and 

greed. The Bible explains it like a silver smith, melting down the silver and pouring off the 

scum, over and over till the silver becomes pure. This process is how he works with the 

children of God throughout their lives and even on their death bed. Christian people live a 

life of tests, trials, and corrections every single day of their existence, test after test. Then 

when the final day is done, they can die in peace and rest in peace from their lives of tests. 

By total Understanding of his laws of physics, God understood what would happen on the 

earth before he created it. Because everything that we see around us is a product of his 

physical laws. He also had a way so that mankind could be saved from sin by a blood 

sacrifice. First, back in the days before Jesus came, God allowed an animal sacrifice as a 

temporary sacrifice, and after each shameful sin, the sacrifice had to be offered up in a 

certain way for it to be effective. Many years later, the real sacrifice was offered up for our 

sins, and that was the sacrifice of Jesus Christ, "the Lamb of God". All of this was thought 

through by Understanding before he created solid matter. Complete Understanding was 

the first thing that God brought forth in his creation, and by total Understanding, he 

understood how to create the universe and Life. This is the voice of Understanding 

speaking as though it was a person, … This was like the voice of, The Holy Ghost.     

Proverbs 8:22, … ¶ The LORD possessed me at the beginning of his way, before his 
works of old. (KJV)    
  God wants people with a pure heart to populate the Kingdom of heaven. That's why we 

have this short-term life on earth. We were created with a free choice of what way of life 

to accept as our way to live. Then God gave us the Bible so that we could learn his way of 

life. God's "Positive way" is the only way that will work for eternity within a great 

multitude of people without conflict between them. This is the same "Positive Way" that 

the Bible teaches and the way that Jesus lived in his life among humankind. Jesus was the 

only one who ever walked the earth that was fully obedient to God in all things. Therefore, 

he was without sin, and being so was one thing that made him the perfect sacrifice for all 
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mankind. He also had a virgin mother, and, to my understanding also contained the seven 

seeds of humanity within his mysterious blood. The Blood of Christ.   

   

 

   This is about the best that I could do to illustrate the beginning. In the beginning was a spiritual 

universe that contained the Laws of Nature, Love, and the Positive way, which these three things 

were a part of God. So, God, the spiritual universe, and emptiness were all that was there in the 

beginning just before the infinite structure was established. … No solid matter was there … This was 

called the “First Day" in the KJV, which was the first process of time. This was when God calculated 

and computed and designed the infinite structure, just before he established it into the endless 

emptiness of what is now the physical universe.    

  The above illustration is my attempt to describe the beginning of the creation. 

                    .          
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   You must remember that there was no solid matter throughout the empty eternal void that is 

now the physical universe. God was in spiritual form as he is today, with no solid body.  Another 

way to illustrate the beginning would be like a black tabletop made of wood. Take a piece of clear 

plastic and lay it over the black table. Then take a white marker and write down all the laws of 

physics and chemistry, etc. They will all show up very well against the black tabletop.       

   What you would see would be two separate materials that are not a part of each other, 

yet they are next to one another with no space in between. That would represent the 

physical universe (black tabletop) and the spiritual universe (clear plastic). There's no way 

that the two could merge being two different materials. But these laws show up very well 

and the information could be transferred from the plastic to the wood tabletop to govern 

any solid elements that would appear there in the future. This might not be a perfect 

example, but I'm sure that you can understand the concept.      

Science does not want to accept anything spiritual as Truth because they say that they 

don't have evidence of anything spiritual. What about the laws of physics? These are 

laws that govern the entire universe and life. Nothing can even move without obeying 

these laws. We know that they are real because they have been proved by math. Yet, 

they don't contain any solid matter because they are spiritual. The characteristics of 

these laws are the same as the ancient characteristics of God recorded in the Bible as his 

characteristics.                                                                                                                                                        
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These ancient Hebrews didn't know as many of the laws of physics as we know. They had no 

idea that what they did know was a part of God. But in our generation, we have discovered 

a whole list of the laws and have proved them correct by using math. We are the first 

generation that can see the connection between God and Physics, thanks to science and 

their discoveries within our generation. Along with that list are the images from the Hubble 

and the Hadron Collider. This was the period that King Solomon wrote about in Proverbs 

8:22. …  Proverbs 8:22, … The LORD possessed me in the beginning of his way, 

before his works of old.  This was the period when God brought forth understanding. By 

complete knowledge of his laws, God understood how to create the universe and life from 

his Laws of Physics and Chemistry (laws of nature).     

    Eternity is a long time. As far as I know, the Bible does not tell what happened these 

eons of years before he brought forth understanding. If the Bible stated everything, it 

would need wheels, because it would be too thick to carry around.     

   

This was the period when God brought forth understanding. By complete knowledge of his 

laws, God understood how to create the universe and life from his physical laws of physics, 

Chemistry and geometry.    

I picture eternity as a period of happiness like childhood. God could have been in his first 

thoughts of creating the universe and life. … No one knows as far as I know. We do know 

that within any one thing that we see around us, that there would be at least a lifetime of 

study because everything depends on something else or a series of things to exist. Before 

anything happened in the physical universe, everything would have to be worked out and 

proved, or the whole Cosmos could have ended up solid.     

   The laws of nature are eternal because they are a part of the Truth, which is a part of 

God. … Note … 1+1=2, but in the beginning, there were no two solid elements to count.   

Endless Distance was there, but in the beginning, there were no solid objects to measure 

between. Things had to be worked out before anything could happen. That's because 

everything in nature works together. This is like an electrical circuit. In the loop, all the 

electrical laws are at work till you turn off the switch, then all those laws stop working 

because current flow is not happening. The electrical rules are still there, waiting for 

someone to turn the switch on again.       

   Everything that exists is a part of a super program designed by God. Even the laws of 

physics support each other. You can't have one set of rules without the rest, and you can't 
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have the rest without the one set of rules. That's why the laws of physics are an infinite 

perpetual machine with a reason and a purpose to exist and a reason and purpose to 

happen. That's why you don't see any junk parts floating around within the universe with no 

reason for being there. Everything you see is necessary for the Cosmos to function.    

    Unlike the atheist's theory of chance, in this universe that has life, it only contains 

things that must be there. If "chance" were the reason, then you would have a Cosmos full 

of Junk, and the whole universe would probably be a large solid object by now. What 

would keep things from evolving? What would make things develop in the first place? Why 

would all this order be here?      

   In this universe, there is an opposite for every Truth and in some cases, an endless list of 

opposites for every Truth. Like 1+1=3, 1+1=4, 1+1=5, etc. That list is infinite, and every 

answer is wrong. All an atheist should do to argue is to pick any opposite for an answer. 

Then when another question comes up, pick one for that. Satan will be happy to help, and 

as we can plainly see, this would become a creation-evolution debate. The only thing 

wrong with their answers, they don't fit together, and they are as wrong as 1+1=5.      

    This universe and life are a product of design, fine-tuned and balanced out. When 

someone mentions evolution by Chance, think of the laws of physics, math, geometry, 

chemistry, etc. Ask them where they got those laws that govern all solid matter. Ask them 

how the chemical elements were created and explain it to you in detail. Science has no 

idea where the laws came from. They try to twist it by saying that they are just 

descriptions of how nature works. If so, ask them, “Why is there perfect order in nature 

when Chance is their reason for things to happen”. Chance does not need order. Chance 

can’t produce solid matter which our universe and life are made of. In order to have solid 

matter, you must have the design of all the elementary particles and there’s over 200 of 

them that we know of. Each particle has a certain job to do and a certain shape and size. 

Some are just forces. How would Chance know how to create the elementary particles 

that are here. How would Chance create the laws of physics? The laws of physics are 

eternal laws, they did not have a beginning. They are a part of the Truth and the Truth is a 

part of God. God is also Love and the positive way.  
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 It would be kind of hard to illustrate a period, with no solid objects to draw or an infinite 

structure to illustrate. So, what I did was take the things that we see around us, or read 

about, and represent them as what was to come. This illustration shows the things that we 

know of in our generation as the understanding of what was ahead after the first period. By 

complete knowledge of his laws, God understood how to create the universe and life. From 

what I have read in the Bible, it leads me to believe that God started the creation with an 

Infinite Structure. Quantum physics thinks the same thing relating to the Higgs field.    

    Anything that exists or that ever has existed would fit in this illustration. This painting 

represents creation. This is the understanding of what the universe would bring forth once 

it was created. By complete knowledge of his laws, God understood what they would 

produce once they were established into the empty physical universe. We are a product of 

his physics so, therefore, his offspring. By complete understanding, God knew what you 

would turn out to be long before he created solid matter. God created the universe and 

life, and we were designed with a free choice of how to live our lives. Then he gave us the 

Bible to live by. We also have the pleasures of life so that we would have a free choice of 

which way to live. The people that choose to study the Bible and learned to love the 

"Positive Way" would inherit Eternity with God and Jesus Christ, along with a great 
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multitude beyond what we can count of the best people that you would ever hope to 

meet.    

  Let’s go back to the beginning of mankind. In the beginning of humankind, people did 

not have any understanding of right or wrong. They were like animals. Then once mankind 

became mature enough to tell right from wrong, he warned Adam and Eve about the way 

of life that contained evil, how living for the pleasures of life could destroy you and your 

seed would die out long before it's time. When it's all said and done, these people will 

inherit eternal hell, which would be by their own choice. This is because they failed to 

listen to his instructions, "Stay away from the pleasures of life." God knew all of this by 

complete understanding long before he created solid matter.       

   The tree of life is not a plant, it's like the tree of knowledge of good and evil. When you 

learn something, it comes from a source, the root. They all come together into a trunk that 

is the support for the tree. Then the knowledge branches off into different ways of doing 

things. One branch will have a process of its own that will produce a result that will be the 

fruit from that tree. There are many ways of doing different things like a tree that has 

many branches and will provide the same fruit on every branch.      

    The roots will be like an idea. Once you get a new idea, you explore different ways to 

make it work. Once you get the way perfected, it will work. What it does is "the fruit from 

that tree". Over the years, people will discover better ways to make it work and will call 

those ways a new model. It will be a shorter branch and more straightforward, and they 

grow at the top of the tree and will produce the same fruit as the long-complicated 

branches at the bottom.      

   Some ideas, like a few household items, never seem to change, like a broom, doorsteps, 

doors, hinges, walls, floors, roofs, etc. These are ideas that make up the place we live our 

everyday lives, and they are passed down from generation to generation. Some plans are 

good, and some are bad. We have a free choice of which ones we want to accept as our 

own personal way of living our lives. That is what the Bible means as the tree of 

knowledge of good and evil in the first part of the book of Genesis. A good translation 

would be a blessing to us all, but Satan will do everything in his power to get his people to 

stop it from happening.     
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  In Proverbs 8:22-31, what King Solomon wrote, led me to believe that God created structures 

for his laws of physics to design the universe and life, as well as the elementary particles and 

the chemical elements. Quantum physics also agrees with an infinite structure for the Higgs 

Field to produce the elementary particles. If the electrical laws all fit in a structure, so will the 

rest of the laws of physics in different structures. By super intelligent design, in my 

understanding, God created an infinite structure to bring forth carbon copies of all the 

elementary particles throughout the universe in repeated patterns. Once he established the 

structure throughout the universe, it was the largest reaction ever been. The whole universe lit 

up in a dazzling display with unlimited energy from the reaction.  

   That’s when all the natural laws came in direct contact with absolute emptiness. That was the 

largest reaction ever been. It was like pouring ice water into a skillet of hot grease. Unlimited 

energy was produced but through the structure of laws which acted like a load and not a direct 

short circuit. Elementary particles were produced throughout the universe in an infinite 

repeated pattern. So, the universe was filled with elementary particles with an even fog that 

grew thicker and thicker with time.   

Later the fog was pulled together in individual patches like clouds in the sky. Quasars formed 

and produced hydrogen and antihydrogen from their jets. That produced a universe of hydrogen 

and another universe of antihydrogen moving away from each other at twice the speed of light. 

That could be the reason that science can’t find the antimatter that is supposed to be in our 

universe, … It’s long gone … 😊 …  
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This is an example of an infinite structure that I built in 1990. I was three years into my book 

when I found that I needed an infinite structure to use as an illustration, just an example so that 

people could get an idea of what I was talking about.      

    I had just come home from the hospital where I had been through a colon operation 

where they had to remove 18 inches of my colon that contained a cancerous tumor. It had 

eaten all the way through the wall of my colon. When all the medication wore off, I was 

sore, so I needed something to get my mind off the constant pain. I thought of the 

structure.     

   At that time science had just discovered the scanning tunneling microscope and they 

had images of dots in repeated hexagon patterns with a dot in the center of each hexagon. 

With no idea where to start, I decided to use that design just to see what would happen. 

The only thing that I had around the house were toothpicks and a hot glue gun. … They 

worked perfectly. … I glued a hexagon together then glued another one in a different 

direction. I glued them in every direction that would fit then started on a new one 

connected to the first one. I did this all day long, and it did help with the pain. It also 

started looking more interesting the more massive it got. By the time my wife got home 

from work, it had stood about 18 inches high and about a foot wide. It resembled a piece 

of Quartz crystal.    

   Vivian really liked the structure and wondered if I could make her a lamp out of 

something sturdier. We looked it over, and I found different structures inside the object 

like a cube and a tetrahedron. When I saw the triangular based pyramid, I wondered if 

there could be a square based pyramid like the pyramids of Egypt. After looking it over, I 

found a large part of the base and some of one side. I told Vivian that I was going to tear 

the excess off and just build the pyramid. The next morning after she got off to work, I 

finished the square based pyramid. It stood about 18 inches high. … It looked extra cool. … 

A perfect pyramid structure made of toothpicks. Vivian really liked it, and so did I. It turned 

out to be rows of small pyramids about the height of a toothpick, side by side, with 

another layer resting on the tips of the lower level.   

The next day I counted all the smaller pyramids, and there were 91 of them.    Then 

directly under them were inverted pyramids that fit on each hydrogen atom. Between the 

smaller pyramids was a tetrahedron and I counted all of those. After I got them all added, 

the figures reminded me of the atomic weight and number of an atom. I looked it up, and 
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sure enough, it was close to the atomic weight and the atomic number of the Protactinium 

atom. Later I noticed that I didn’t have the valance layer of electrons on the pyramid. I 

added them then sure enough, it was the exact number of the atomic weight and number 

as the Protactinium atom … Now, how strange is that?  

   I figured that all the chemical elements were somewhere inside the structure, but it was 

a few years after I retired that I found the arrangement of them. Once I did, I built a larger 

pyramid and photographed each individual atom. After I got to 91, I continued by adding 

the elements to my toothpick model on up to around the element 140. You can find the 

photographs under the title Chemical Elements on this website.  

   The straight lines are the strong nuclear force that bind the atoms together. The 

protons are tiny atoms within the upright pyramids. The electrons are tiny, tiny elements 

within the inverted pyramids. The Neutrons are the particles within the tetrahedrons 

between the protons.  
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This is the model of the Protactinium Atom that I built back in 1990. I had no 

idea what I was doing when I was hunting an Infinite structure for the   

 
creation of the universe. I did say a prayer first before I started. I  

remembered the image from the scanning tunneling Microscope of the first atoms ever seen. All 

the images amounted to back then were dots in a  

hexagon pattern with a dot in the middle.  All that I had to work with were   toothpicks  and a hot 

glue gun, but as it happened, that’s all I needed. To make a long story short, the pyramid above 

was the result of my project.   
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This is my cosmology of what went on in the early universe, and how solid particles 

evolved from empty space once the laws were applied. Once the regulations and 

information were programmed into the structure, there was the most massive reaction 

ever been. The whole sky lit up with pure energy. This is what science calls the Big Bang, 

and what King Solomon called a Roar.    

Elementary particles were generated throughout the universe at the exact same time, and 

every particle was produced in a repeated pattern causing hundreds of families of particles 

to be created door to door. This would cause a continuous supply of particles, that would 
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eventually fill the universe. They would grow thicker till gravity took over, then the clouds 

started to form patches of clouds like a buttermilk sky.     

  

 

   Like the note says, all the elements inside the pyramid are not illustrated, but they are all there in 

the finished model with the same atomic number, and weight as each of the atoms are supposed to 

have. I don't know what this structure is, but it must be something in nature. What are the odds of 

this happening by chance? … Unlimited ... I even went on up to 140, and the atomic number and 

weight are still correct. I could have kept going, but 7 pyramids inside the large pyramid structure 

are enough for me to take on at one time.    

   Years later, I found that an image of this same structure was found carved on the stone 

wall, inside the wall of The Temple of Osiris at Abydos Egypt.     
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The structure is called "The flower of life." So, what did the people of that time know 

about the elements or the structure? How would they have known about each chemical 

element being a different size or what protons, neutrons, and electrons were? It could be 

that they only knew about the construction and nothing about the chemical elements it 

contained just like the people of today. That might be a discovery of the future just waiting 

for someone to uncover, then for someone to realize that we had the information in our 

generation and 4000 years before that but had not put it all together.    

    
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/geometria_sagrada/esp_geometria_sagrada_6. tm            The 

following text is taken from this web page, and it tells a lot more about this mysterious 

structure.       

   The "Flower of Life" can be found in all major religions of the world. It contains the 
patterns of creation as they emerged from the "Great Void." Everything is made from 
the Creator's thoughts.      

  After the creation of the Seed of Life, the same vortex's motion was continued, 
creating the next structure known as the Egg of Life. This structure forms the basis 
for music, as the distances between the spheres are identical to the measurements 
between the tones and the half tones in music. It is also the same as the cellular 
structure of the third embryonic division (The first cell divides into two cells, then to 
four cells then to eight). Thus, this same structure as it is further developed creates 
the human body and all the energy systems, including the ones used to create the 
Merkabah.      

 If we continue creating more and more spheres, we will end up with the structure 
called the Flower of Life.      

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/geometria_sagrada/esp_geometria_sagra
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/geometria_sagrada/esp_geometria_sagrada_6.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/geometria_sagrada/esp_geometria_sagrada_6.htm
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/geometria_sagrada/esp_geometria_sagrada_6.htm
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    We are moving into a new age of understanding, and we know some things. Other things 

that come from the past will connect with what we have discovered today if we open our 

eyes and see what we have in front of us. Keep in mind that what is right will all fit together 

and what is fiction will never meet. I have my eyes and ears open on Quantum Physics 

because it seems to fit with what the Bible teaches.      

   I would love to get it all together into a simple illustrated story with an accurate 

beginning and an end. I might even change my title back to what I started off with, "From 

the Beginning to the End." Stay tuned.      

   Before we move along, I would like to show you some illustrations of what I have found 

within my pyramid structure. It might not mean anything, or it might.    

It could open a path of understanding for someone to explore the way or the key to enter 

this unique pyramid structure.    

 
     This is the last pyramid that I built, showing a color code for each particle.   The protons are 

yellow, the neutrons are orange, and the electrons are white (blue under ultraviolet light). It is 

made from white plastic Q-tips and seemed like it took forever to build. My wife and I had to pull 

all the cotton off each Q-tip, then some of them had to be painted with fluorescent paint. Then I 

had to make wire brackets to hold the Q-tips together out of some cheap material because there 

would be close to 1000 of them used. I used hardware cloth.           
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These illustrations show a few things that I have discovered within the structure of the 

pyramid. The carved structure on the wall of the Temple of Osiris at Abydos Egypt is 

mysterious, being the same structure that I have produced the same shape of the great 
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pyramid of Egypt with the same angle of its slope. The chemical elements are mysterious 

and are something the ancient Egyptians would not have known about in their time fame.   

In my understanding, this pyramid is something for our generation just waiting to be 

understood.      

   Now let's move on to the next illustration and the next chapter. In my understanding, 

this chapter explains a little about the structure and the idea that the actual infinite 

structure might contain one of every law of nature. However, in my thoughts, the 

arrangement would go far beyond that. I'm thinking that it would also include the 

information for the DNA of every living thing. Too, a way to produce it into seed or eggs 

within the sea water. Seawater contains every element needed for the recipe of every 

seed. In other words, this super Nanostructure would produce everything we see and 

everything we can't see in order.  The order would bring it all forth by a path of evolution 

(not the scientific theory). The design of this structure would take super intelligence, 

which is what God is. Don't get knowledge mixed up with magic. God is not magic, but 

super smart. There is no such thing as magic.    
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PS… Update, …!2-7-19 … This is an actual photograph of a molecule taken with an electron 

microscope. This shows the strong nuclear force (Green lines), that bind the atoms 

together. Could this be the same as the way elementary particles, atoms and molecules all 

cling together? … Time will tell.  
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